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Michigan State Professor To
Head Women's Athletics
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Miss Gertrude Eppler, assistant
professor of physical education at
Michigan State Normal College,
Ypsilanti, Mich., will become head
of the women's division of the department of health and physical
education of Bowling Green State
University, it was announced today by President F. J. Prout.
Miss Eppler, for 10 years a
member of the Ypsilanti faculty,
will assume her duties here in
September. Her appointment completes the personnel of the recently reorganised department of physical education which combines
both men's and women's divisions
under the direction of Harry Ockerman, department head.
Miss Eppler holds degrees from
Michigan State Normal College
end the University of Michigan.
She taught for three years in the
Michigan public schools before
going to the state college faculty.
For three years she was assistant
director of Camp Wasaquam, Platt
Lake, Mich., and has been on the
Highland Park recreation statT for
a number of years.
In addition to college teaching.
Miss Eppler is supervisor of health
and physical education at the
Rockham school for handicapped
children at Michigan ' State Normal College.
At the Michigan University,
Miss Eppler is advisor of the
Physical Education club and the
Theta Sigma Upsilon sorority, a
national education sorority of

Appointed
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Work On Skol House To Begin This Week
Moorhead And Nielsen Head
Senior-May Day Festivities
Sneak Day, Grid Dinner Dyer To Be Crowned In
Amphitheater May 22
Highlight Final
In Ceremony
Festivities

Bowling Green's
campus
will be transformed into a
GEereu&E EPnjrtz,
Shakespearean fairyland next
Thursday when Miss Eloise
Dyer will reign as May Queen
which she is also a member. She
is a member of Delta Omega, puband the entire student body
lic health honorary fraternity. She
will join with her to make
is a nationally rated basketball
this year's May Day celebraofficial and has officiated widely at
tion the most gala in the history
southern Michigan games.
She
of the university.
With the
holds the national Red Cross insenior Recognition Day program
structor's certificate in swimming.
to be held in the morning and the
The present staff in women's
May Day program in the afterphysical education at the univer-'m,lttee9 wl" PrMent ,their com- noon, the students are assured of
|ete re or,l, to the cUs8
sit'y will continue to serve under P
P
a full day of activity.
Miss Eppler's direction.
Next Thursday all seniors shall
The celebration this year will
I attend the Recognition assembly
in their caps and gowns. At this be strictly Shakespearean in every
manner.
The program will begin
assembly, those seniors who have
attained recognition through out- informally about 2:30 in the afstanding scholarship or any other ternoon with music by the uniThis will be folactivity or accomplishment will be versity band.
honored.
Immediately after the lowed by square dancing in the
assembly, the entire class will open air amphitheater and a punch
and judy show. About 3:30 the
President Frank J. Prout will march to the senior tree, recently
Queen's procession will begin, but
receive the first copy of the 1941 planted near the circle on the as yet it is undecided just where
Key May 23 in special ceremonies Crosswalk, and present the tree
the line of march will be formed.
and entertainment arranged by to the university. The traditional
During the procession the May
the staff in the Recreation Hall, presentation speech will be made
The new University Rifle club Editor Don Rager revealed today. by the class president. Rex Moor- Queen will be carried in a sedan
chair which will rest on the strong
expects to become affiliated with
Dancing will begin at 2 p. H head, and the speech of accepthe National Rifle Association as Friday and will continue until »?"". »«"„be .M,^ni St-ft shoulders of six husky knights.
soon as its by-laws are revised to 6:30. The presidential presenta- Frank J. Prout. Wayne Close is She will be attended by her four
ladies in waiting, Janet Crum,
meet the standards of the national tion is scheduled for 2:30. Out- in charge of this ceremony.
The May Day procession will Ruth Eskilsen, Virginia Patterson
group, according to Dick Smith, standing campus personalities who
president of the club.
were selected by the student body follow in which the May Queen and Connie Smith. Flower girls
Originally an exclusive Kohl hall and the faculty and whose picture and her attendants shall be es- and pages will be at her majesty's
organization, the club now includes appear in a special section of the corted by the senior men. George command as will be the court jesthe three women's dormitories and Key will be introduced and pre- Dickey, Ernest Maddock, Dak- ters, whose duty it is to entertain
has a membership of 25 students. sented with their copies of the Good, and Darwin Mayfield are as- the queen.
There will be singing by the
sisting Miss Caroline Nielson with
Plans to make rifle shooting an yearbook.
Rager also revealed that the the final May Day arrangements. Old English Madrigal Singers and
intramural sport next year, with
Thursday evening two impor- a stately court dance by 12 courtall organization's fraternities, sor- cover of the 1941 annuul will be
orities, and dormitories entering brown with a picture tiped in the tant senior events will be held. At ly ladies. May Queens of various
have
teams in the competition are un- cover and end sheet.1* with a draw- (1 p. m. the annual Gridiron Ban- neighboring high schools
ing of the campus. The book it- quet will be held for the senior been invited to be guests of the
der way.
The range is located in the base- self will contain 216 pages, 192 in men and faculty men at Kohl Hall. university for the day's celebrament of the Practical Arts build- the editorial section and 24 in the Kenneth Harger is in charge of tions and to bring the festivities
ing where the animal and bird advertising, making it the largest the general arrangements for this of the day to a brilliant close, the
collection was stored and was annual in the history of the uni- affair and Tony Frances, Robert May Queen, her ladies in waiting,
Habenstein, Jesse Mittleman, and and the entire student body has
equiped at the expense of the uni- versity.
Al Boucher are writing the script, been invited to attend the University.
Dale Sautter was in
An index of the faculty and the At the same time, the senior girls vcrsity Player's production of
(
charge of the construction and in- student body, found in the back
stallation of the range. The phy- of the book, will give the home and their mothers will be guests , S h a k e s p e a r e's popular play,
sical education department sup- towns, years of graduation as well of the university at a dinner to "Twelfth Night" in the auditor
plied the group with ammunition as the pages on which pictures ap- be held at Shatzel Hall. After- ium.
The faculty committee in charge
and targets, and close co-operation pear of every person on the cam- wards, thay shall attend the showwith the department is planned. pus. The advertising section will ing of the play "Twelfth Night." of the May Day celebration is as
One of the most important follows: Miss Caroline Nielson.
The members own their own guns be illustrated by actual photos of
and practice daily.
students shopping in down down events of the Senior class is the chairman; Prof. M. C. McEwen.
inauguration
of the "Senior Sneak Miss Helen Henderson, Miss Emilie
The first meeting was held in establishments.
Day." Carl Bourne announced that
Kohl hall last December 18, with
The entire book will be printed the date of this affair would be Hartman, Prof. E. C. Powell and
Dr. C. G. Swanson. June Smith,
eight charter members present. in an entirely different color than
The work of these men culminated the traditional black, Rager said. revealed to the seniors at the last Darl Gatchell, Peggy Curtis, and
class meeting tomorrow. All in- Ernest Nixon are student memwith the opening of the range in
dications reveal that this innova- bers of the committee.
April.
tion will be a huge success. Sneak
Other officers are: James RodaChoir
Tour
To
Feature
Day will take all seniors from the
baugh,
vice president;
Carol
campus
for a picnic and a general
Bishop And Quartette
Christman, secretary; and Norms
farewell get-together, their destiTraub, treasurer.
nation to be unknown to underProfessor M. C. McEwen, di- classmen and faculty. Class memrector
of
the
university
choir,
anHughes Gets Appointment
bers who have not signed the slip
nounces that the group will soon ,
,
» XT .1. i in the well, indicating that they
Mr. Louis Lytton, veteran actor
To Reserve Med. School make a concert, tour
of North-!'wish
. "'_
. ' . are ....*
j„ „;.
to attend,
urgedj »„
to do
so of the American stage, will speak
western Ohio. Being featured on
at 10 this morning at the assemOwen F. Hughes, member of the the program will be Paul Bishop, at once.
At a recent class meeting, car- bly program. His address will be
June graduating class, has accept- violinist, and the Varsity Quardinal and sand were selected as supplemented by readings from
ed an appointment to the Medical tette.
class colors.
Arlene Muhlan is Shakespeare.
School at Western Reserve UniConcerts will be given in Bryan. making a class flag, which shall be
versity, Cleveland, Ohio, accord- Napoleon, Defiance, Fostoria, and
The careed of Mr. Lytton began
raised
by
the
class
preceding the at the age of 13 when he played
ing to J. R. Overman, Dean of the Green Springs.
bscculaureate
services,
Sunday,
College of Liberal Arts.
Osric in Havilet in a professional
Miss Collins will accompany the June 1, and lowered immediately production in Boston.
Hughes is a graduate of BowlHe was
group.
after
commencement
exercises,
ing Green High School and a memsoon doing juvenile roles in Julia
Professor Earle E. Smith direct- Friday, June 6.
ber of the Commoner Fraternity.
Marlowe's company where he also
Professor Eldon T. Smith, of the understudied character parts.
During his college career he was ed the university symphony ora member of Book and Motor, hon- chestra last night in their annual speech department, and Dr. W. E. There followed two years in stock
orary society and earned his letter spring concert which was held in Steidtman, biology instructor, are with the famous Castle Square
the class sponsors.
the auditorium.
Stock Company in Boston. He has
on the tennis courts.
played every type of drama in his
fifty years in the theatre and has
performed in such celebrated roles
as Shylock, MacDuff, Julius Caesar, Othello, and Mercutio. He has
been in the movies and has played
in stock with or directed such
famous stars are Clark Gable,
A call for journalists to operate,ed to Prof. Jesse J. Currier, chair- all college courses undertaken or Ralph Bellamy, Charles Winninger, and Lyle Talbot.
three University publications next ■•» <* the board, or placed in hi. attempted.
The editor of the Bee Gee Neum
, ,
,
_
, ,'box in the Administration huildyear was made by the Board of ing.
shall be a student of junior or
Publications at a recent business
The Freshman Handbook, print- senior rank.
Smiths To Do "Peer Gynt"
session.
In all, seven editorial ed for the first time last year unThe editor of the Key shall be
Over WSPD Saturday
and business positions are open der auspices of the Student Coun- of senior rank.
for appointment by the board.
In appointing editors, the Board
cil, has been made an official camThe following positions will be pus publication by proclamation shall consider such factors as numProfessor and Mrs. Elden T.
filled by appointment: Editor and by President Frank J. Prout and ber of credits and grades in jour- Smith will presei.t a dramatic probusiness manager of the Bee Gee hereafter will fall under the juris- nalism and English courses, news- gram on the University's radio
Newt; editor, assistant editor (2) diction of the Board of Publica- paper or magazine experience and broadcast over WSPD at 6:30 next
and business manager of the Key; tions. The Board will annually executive ability.
Saturday evening. They will read
and editor of the Freshman Hand- appoint the editor who in turn
The two assistant editors of the two scenes from Henrik Ibsen's
book.
will appoint two assistants sub- Key shall be students of sophomore Peer Gynt.
Oasa's death scene and the final
Applications for these positions ject to the approval of the board. or junior rank.
The business managers of the scene of the drama, the two most
Although the Handbook has
must be In the hands of the board
by 3 p. m. Friday, May 23. The been transferred to the Publica- Bee Gee Newt and the Key may effective sections of the great play,
Board will appoint new editors at tions Board it will be financed by be students of any rank. Prefer- will be read against a background
ence shall be given to applicants of music from Grieg's Peer Gynt
4 p. m. Applications must be seal- the Student Council.
Qualifications for these positions who have had experience on the^utte. Prof, and Mrs. Smith preed, giving full information and
are
as
follows:
;business
staff of a newspaper, sented their program with consid
qualifications of the applicant aa
All students appointed to office | yearbook, or magazine or who have erable success several months ago
well as his desire to hold a position on one of the publications. by the Board must have maintain-[had training in accounting, aales- to the Bowling Green Woman's
These applications must be hand- ed an average of 2.0 or better inlmanship, or personnel work.
Club.
The annual May Day celebration and Senior Recognition Day has been definitely
set for May 22, according to
Rex Moorhead, Senior Class
President
As senior plans for their
various activities are nearing
completion, the seniors themselves
are preparing for the double barreled holiday, and at the final
class meeting tomorrow all com-

President Prout Will Receive
First Key in Rec Hall May 23
Rifle Club Aims At
NationalAffiliation

Actor Will Speak
In Chapel Today

Publications Board Calls For Candidates For
Posts On News, Key, Freshmen Handbook

- Ride In Largest Ohio Show - J! Second Colonial
Dorm Located At
Thurstin, Ridge
\-jHH
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Modeled After Five Sister
House, It Will House

58 Women

Ground will be broken this
week for the new Skol dormitory
according to a statement
..■
.
from
President
Frank
J.
B^HL.' -^
Prout early this week. The
'building, fashioned after the
IFive Sister dorm which was
■'•.
completed last fall, will be
modeled in red brick Georgian
colonial architecture and will be
KJ '
located on the corner of Thurstin
and Ridge streets, north of the
Five Sister house.
JUDY WILD VIRGINIA KROUT MARIE DECKER
Bids for construction contracts
were opened in Columbus last
Saturday and the contracts received the signature of the Attorney General Monday.
Interior plans will follow those
of the Five Sister house. The
Skol dorm will house approximately 58 women, will be provided with
Horsemen from Ohio State Uni- the usual facilities of dining room,
versity, Ohio Wesleyan, Flora kitchen,
parlors
and
chapter
Stone Mather, take Erie College, rooms. The house will be ready
lleidelburg College and Bowling for occupation in September, Dr.
Green will participate in the lar- Prout stated.
gest all-college riding show in
Ohio, here at
the
university
stables Saturday, May 24, at 2
Students May Get Tickets p. m.
The Hedden School of Riding
In Check Room
will be host with H. G. Hedden,
May 19, 20, 21
riding master, in charge. Sixteen
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j
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Largest College Riding Show
Will Be Held Here May 24

Shakespearian
Drama Given
Final Touches

Five New Courses
Added to Summer
Session Program

Most of the work is comfleted for the
University
layers' production of
Twelfth Niqht, according to
David Aurelius, technical director of the comedy.
The
construction is complete and
the painting remains to be
done in the week before the play
is presented on May 22, 23, and
24.
Reserved seat tickets may be
exchanged for ac tickets in the
check room of the administration
building Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoons from 3 to
5. All seats will be reserved.
The formalized set was designed
by Neuman Mahla, designer of the
scenery for Margin For Error,
Outward Bound, and Pride and
Prejudice.
Jack Wilhelm, assistant designer, drew up the working plans.
Formalized settings,
which belong to no definite period
have been used widely in recent
years in the American theatre.
Beautiful lines and angles, combined to create an interesting stage
picture, characterize a formalized
setting.
Shakespeare laid his play in IIlyria, an imaginary Moditteranean country. The 17 scenes of
the three-act drama take place in
five locations: a room in the Duke's
palace, a sea-coaBt, a room in
Olivia's house, Olivia's garden, and
a street. Scene changes will be
accomplished merely by changing
the properties, and the main curtain will be drawn only at the
finish of each of the three acts.
Lighting equipment has been ordered by means of which the mood
of the setting can be changed in
accordance with changes in the
mood of the play. The handling of
colored lights and the spotting of
different acting areas is under the
direction of Roger Wheeler.
Marie Greenwood has charge of
making the 20 costumes for the
comedy.
The women's costuines
have very full skirts, tight bodices,
low neck lines, and large sleeves.
The heroine. Viola, wears a man's
costume throughout most of the
play because she has disguised herself as a page. The men's costumes include doublets and hose.

or more Bowling Green students
will ride in the show which will
include 15 different classes some
of which will be gymkhana games
or games on horseback.
The riders will be judged on
hands, seat, and horsemanship.

Brown And Cryer
In Sunday Recital
Professor Leon E. Fauley is
presenting Miss Joan Brown, soprano, and Mr. William Cryer,
baritone, in a song recital at the
Church of Christ, Sunday evening
at 8 p. m. The public is invited
to attend.
The program will be as follows:
"Christ Went Ua Into the Hills"
by Richard Hagemen sung by both
Miss Brown and Mr. Cryer; "It
Is
Enough"—"Elijah"—Mendelssohn, sung by William Cryer;
"Ave Maria—Bach-Gounod, "Songs
My Mother Taught Me"—Dvorak,
"I Know That My Redeemer
Liveth"—The Meteiah—Handel, by
Joan Brown; "The Wandere"—
Schubert,
"Two
Grenadiers"—
Schumann, "The Song of the Sea"
—Moussorgski by William Cryer;
"Pace, Pace Mio Dio"—La Foiia
del Dentine—Verdi by Joan Brown;
"The Years of the Spring"—Mrs.
Beech, "Coming Home"—Charles
Willeby, "Old Mother Hubbard"
—in the style of Handel—Hutchinson. "The Americans Come"—
Fay Foster by Cryer; "Star"—
James Rogers, "Cloths of Heaven"
—Frank Dunhill, "Daddy's Sweets
heart"—Liza Lehman, "Take Joy
Homo"—Dassete by Brown; and
the final set made up of duets,
"The Passage Birds WarewcH"—
Hilldock, "O That We Two Were
Maying"—Nebin, and "The Singing Lesson"—Squire.
Robert Farrel and Tedca Arnold
will be the accompaniests on the
organ and piano.

Education
Department,
Student Demands
Cause Increase
Five new courses will be offered
in the summer session, in addition
to the courses listed in the summer bulletin recently released, according to Dr. Clyde Hissong,
Dean of Education. Two courses
were added after receipt of a request from the State Department
of Education, and three were added due to demand by students in
home economics and chemistry.
Courses 401, school library administration, and 402, classification and cataloging »>r school libraries, are electives in the field
of library work. Courses 203,
organic chemistry, an'd 204, food
chemistry, arc courses especially
for students In the home economics department.
Course 420,
recent advances in inorganic and
theoretical chemistry, was included to take care of chemistry students desiring such a course.
The library courses will be
taught by J. Kenneth Cameron,
head librarian of the University
library, and Miss Margaret Yocum
of the University library staff.
Course 401 is designed as a basic
course to prepare teachers in administering small high school libraries.
Course 402 is for the
study of basic technical procedures
involved in the preparation of
books for the small high school library. Both huve three hours'
credit.
Dr. tUinlen Hall will be in
charge of the chemistry courses.
Course 203 is a one semester survey of organic chemistry planned
for home economics students;
course 204, also for home economic students, will deal with the
applications of analytical methods
to the examination of foods and
other products.

Pi Omega Pi Joins Growing
List of Campus Honoraries

Another honorary fraternity
was added to the growing list of
campus recognition societies when
CAA Courses Offered In the Alpha Psi chapter of Pi Omega
Pi, national commerce and busiSummer; Two Take Test* ness education honorary, was installed here last Friday night.
Thirteen students, five faculty
The Civilian Pilots Training
program will again be offered to members, and four alumni were
installed
as charter members in
students this summer, according
to word received by Major J. K. ceremonies conducted by Miss Inez
Raney, C. A. A. coordinator. Stu- Wells, installing officer from Ohio
dents will not have to be enrolled State university, and six student
in the university in order to par- members of the Ohio State chapticipate in the course, but must ter. A banquet at Shatzel hall,
have had at least one year of pre- at which Miss Wells and President
vious college training. Applica- F. J. Prout were speakers, precedtions are being accepted now in ed the Initiation ceremonies.
Dr. Prout's office.
Stddents elected to active memTwo student* have already bership are Ted Brown, Catherine
Cosentino,
Janet Crum, Mary
finished the second semester's
work and have just taken [hair Louise Gibson. Genevieve Kellog,
flight tests.' These student flyers i Ruth Kohls, Erma Longshore,
Robert Hunter and Kelvin : Katherine Mirillian, Arelene NeidMisamore, and within the next hardt, June Reed, Florence Ruehle.
week it is expected that the rest Alvin Vaith, and Glendora Woods.
of the flyers will have concluded
Alumni members initiated Friday night were Arelene Sparrow,
their course of training.

Arcadia; John Davidson, Bowling
Green; Olive Parmenter, Pemberville; and Emily Roe, Akron.
Faculty members include Dr.
E. G. Knepper, Miss Nellie Ogle,
Mrs. Marguerite Carpenter, Mr.
Paul F. Muse, and Miss Margaret
Purdy.
Following the initiation the active members elected the following
officers: president, Ted Brown;
vice president, June Reed; secretary, Ruth Kohls; faculty adviser, Dr. Knepper.
Two students and 18 alumni, unable to be present at Friday's
ceremonies, will be initiated later
in the spring.
The Bowling Green chapter is
the forty-fifth chapter of the national fraternity, and the second
to be installed in this state.
Membership in the organization
is open to majors and minors in
business education with a three
point average in all subjects affiliated with that department, and
a 2.7B point average in all other
subjects.
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MAX
HANKE

The Toledo Campus Collegian
sums it all up like this:
They find fault with the editor,
The stuff he prints is rot,
The paper is as peppy
As a cemetery lot.
The rag shows rotten management,
The jokes, they aay, are stale,
The undergraduates holler,
And the overgraduates rail,
But when the paper's issued,
(We say it with a smile!)
If someone doesn't get one
You can hear him yell a mile.

Fragments Of Thought
BT ALBERT L. BOUCHER

Hats off to the 1941 Key staff. We can now
be assured of a bigger and better year book—
National Advertising Service, Inc.
and released on time. I believe this efficiency
OKrsv Miifcn (Srankk
is due, in a large measure, to the fact that
4 SO HADieOH A V«
NSW TO- K N. Y.
the '41 staff will receive some legitimate
CM<M« • l«fM • LM UdlU • ■■■ FWM
monetary reward for their efforts. I hope the
STAFF
policy is continued.
SUIT Meets Every Wednesday at 7:00 P.M.
Publication of the '41 Key has involved the
Office in Elementary Building—Phone 2541
spending of $5,000 dollars. Not exactly small
change. And Don Rager, as editor, will have
Editor..Anthony A. Frances
labored some 1,000 hours by May 22 in the
807 East Wooster—Phone 12181
work of putting out this
book. Besides the satisDarl Gatchell
Business Manager
faction of a job well
Phone 12181
ATTENTION JUNdone, Don can add the
IORS!! Only 56 weak, until gradAssociate Editor
Jesse Mittleman
value of a tuition scholuation—if you're not drafted.
Sports Editor
Richard Dunipace
arship given to him by
Assistants—Hugh Nott, Don Cunningham,
Vassar College puts out a book!
President Prout, and
Wayne Rudy, Jack Berchman and Puulfor
ita
students
entitled:
"What
ine Aeschliman
$120 in cash which he
Every
Girl
Should
No."
will receive at the end
Society. Editor
Martha Walrath
of the semester. I would
Assistants—Rowenna Jolce, Ann Murry
A
chiropractor
Special Writers — Albert Boucher, Jesse
say that both the Unione who geU paid for what other
Mittleman, Robert Habenstein
versity and Don Rager
people get slapped for.
Artist
Jack Wilhelm
have gained by this arNews Reporters — Marjorie Fitkin, Robert
She: Am I the first girl you
rangement.
Berardi, Max Ihrlg. Dave Kroft, Ann Koch,
ever kissed?
To those who do not believe in paying money
Eugene Miller, Lois Mayfleld, Carl LaRue,
He: Now that you mention it, I would suggest, that to insure the assistance
Carol Chriatanan, Marrianne Bell, Vida
Harms, Jack Berchman, Knute Rochte,
you do look familiar.
of competent students there must be someAlta Miller, Marty Wood, Jean Rcider
thing more at stake than the glory of the
Then there was the work or the venting of one's aesthetic propenAdvertising Manager
Max Hanke
AT MASSACHUSETTS .STATE COLtalesman
who
married
the
fPhone 8121
THE UNIV. OF ALABAMA HAS
LEGE. CLEMENT BURR IS PRESmer's daughter because he loved sities. The total money payments to the Key
Assistants—Bob Mason, Marjorie Hilt,
A TREE WHOSE ANCESTRY
IDENT OF THE JUNIOR CLASS AND
staff will amount to $300. Very reasonable.
her.
Betty Goodcnough, Marilyn Truvers, Bill
CAN BE TRACED BACK
HIS BROTHER.r-REDERICK, PRESIDES
I would say.
Bokerman, Perry Shilts
175,000,000 YEARS'
OVER THE FRESHMEN
A man who knows enough to
If the Board of Publications continues to
Circulation Manager
Bob Redman
mind
his
own
business
.
.
.
knows
choose capable students for this responsibility.
Assistants—Dave Kroft, Max Ihrig, Hob
enough.
Berardi, Richard Price, Boh Dcssecker,
then I am sure that the offering of some
Knute Rochte
monetary reward will continue to prove beneProf.— Will you men i the back ficial to all concerned.
of the room please ■ top exTh* opinions expressed in the various .Min• • • • •
changing notes?
ed ooluinn. of this paper art lno«n of lh«
I went over to the Women's gym with a
Stude.—They aren't notes, sir.
writers and »re not nflcaiiarily shared by the
They're cards.
We're playing couple friends the other day to view the new
Bee Gee Newi or any other greup or inbridge.
Pi Kappa Delta and the KindW- AT THE CLA-ZEL . . .
dividual.
murals thore. While looking at the painting
Prof.—Oh,
I
beg
your
pardon.
gurten Primary Club will hold
"Meet John Doe," produced by
on the south wall, we became involved in a
their annual spring banquets this Frank Cupru and starring Garyy
evening.
Cooper and Barburu Stanwyck,
It has been commonly stated that explays today, tomorrow and Fritra-curricular activities are only for
ntermediate Club formal ban- ,|uy_ itll tni, „,ory 0I an umbitious
those students who show enough ini- quct at the Women's club tumor- young man who strives to amount
tiative and willingness to participate. row evening.
|t0 something but is taken advantage of by a group of power-seek Certain students are found outstanding
Friends, Hankers and All—
Wririsft LoM Shi/m
and hard workers. These people have All-campus game night on Fri- ing backers. Really good.
The fact of the case, my friends
Newspapers of late have devoted much
will be sponsored by Clovia
Saturduy is twin feature day.
been put in charge of important campus day
is this
headline space to British shipping losses. You
ami held in the Women's
Bob Crosby ami Ruth Terry are I'm all tii.it's I"ft of old Doc Bliss
activities to expidite matters. They Sorority
and I have gathered that about half our bunGym.
in "Rookies On Parade," a fast I died in the winter of sixty-three
for only a small percentage of of the endles etc. to Britain have never reached their
moving
music-comedy
with
lots
So I'm pretty mueh dead by now destination.
tire school population, leaving a major- Three Kay Sorority and Sutter
Logically we presumed that if
of
zip.
On
the
same
program
is
you see
ity of students who never participate, formal will be held Saturday evewe are going to give much needed supplies to
Cesar
Romero
in
"Ride
On
VaWhen
I
passed
on
I
was
seventynever go to dances, never have dates, ning at Rec Hall and Sutter home. quers," a whirlwind of action and
the English, we should make sure they get
five
never know what's going on. If they Chemical Journal Club holding pic- romance on the six-gun style.
The oldest man in our town—alive them. Our Inescapable conclusion follows that
do enter into the activity—it is merely nic in afternoon.
Lulubcllc and Scotty, vaudeville Of course, of Grandpappy Stone we would have to convoy the supply boats and
in the background.
shoot if shooting were necessary. The chief
favorites, appear in "Country
they said
The whole program presents a ser- Open house at the Beta Gamma Fair"
Sunday. This is the story
be nine hundred before he at the white house hail the last word when
ious problem, not only to Bowling Upsilon Fraternity will be ob- of a big town promoter who falls He'd
he said convoys mean
was dead.
Green, but to other universities and to served Sunday afternoon.
for the country girl. "Affection- But here he lies in this burying' ^_^___^_^__ shooting and that shootthe nation itself. The program of ac- Formal Dinner honoring Wil- ately Yours," a story of war cor- park
ing means war.
quainting students with one another, liams Hall seniors will bo held respondents with plenty of action. Without even nearin* Methusalah'i
Will We Convoy!
Stars are Merle Oberon, Dennis
especially between the sexes, has not next Tuesday evening.
mark
Well, there it is. ComMorgan and Rita Hayworth.
succeeded too well and is a pronounced
It's Grandpap I talk to when I feel
petent observers have alsocial problem. Dr. Paul Popenoe, Kappa Delta Pi will hold ini- Maureen O'Hara and James El- alone
most unanimously agreed
founder of the American Institute of tiation and banquet next Wednes- lison are in "They Men In Argen- And time sure goes slow under six
that our navy will be
Family Rektions points out that "only day. Initiation ceremonies will be- tina," playing Tuesday. A song feet of -tone.
used to do the work of
55 per cenrof the students in co-educa- gin at 5:30 in the Rec Hall fol- and dance picture that promises to
convoying. Stimson openAnother good friend of mine that's
tion colleges marry, and we are losing lowed by a dinner at Kohl Hall. be good entertainment.
here
ly called for war, alout in good citezship by allowing this
The University chapter of Pi
Is the old maid Smith girl—though in doing so he
condition to exist."
Home
Ec
Senior*
Attend
Delta, national forensic
Guinivere
did a fine job of wordCampuses throughout the country Kappa
fraternity, will hold ita annual Dinner At Whitney High She was always afraid she was
sidestepping, never even
have scheduled extensive social pro- banquet tonight in Kohl Hall.
dyin' you know
mentioning the word
grams on their campuses, spending Lawrence Kuhl, president of the Graduating seniors in home ec- Well
she outlived us all a year or convoy, much less war. Take it or leave it,
great sums to create social situations, organisation, announces that M. onomics were guests of the Har.
and yet only 45 per cent of their stu- M. Mercer of the Bowling Green riet Whitney Vocational high Yet even here in this heavenly public opinion has over a period of months
been defly swung about to accept a notion that
dents marry to build homes and fam- Senior High School faculty will school, Toledo, last Thursday for space
a dinner given as a project of the
ilies. Here at Bowling Green, the social speak to the group.
She complains of a pain in a most can only load us to war. The argument
home
management
class
of
that
seemed pretty logical too. But before we go
activities, the opportunities for men and Most popular non-fiction book at
awkward place.
But now instead of worryin' about completely convoy-crazy, let's give the facts
women to intermingle, have not been Manhattan college is Oates's trans- school.
Accompanying the 17 senior
of the case a brief examination.
lacking but there are still a great num- lation, "The Complete Greek Dra- girls were Miss Laura Heston, dyin'
11 or gTMtMt fear is that of fryin'.
ber of students who might be labeled ma."
Miss
Helen
Henderson,
Miss
And Pinchpenny Perkins is there
'wair flowers.' If statistics were comMadge Johnson, Mrs. Upton Palpiled, they would probably show that New York university's adult mer, and Miss Mary Clav of the, . on my right
..i... i.ixlJ m.'
»,i
v
in life, now he s a siirnt.
Bowling Green students follow the 45- education program has been ex- *\.
faculty,
Miss Allene
Yourec A
„ spectre
,,
panded to include afternoon as and Miss Elizabeth Moomaw, cri- He d worry about money if h«
55 ratio.
could
tic teachers.
It presents almost a paradox. The well as evening classes.
But here 'twouldn't do him very
more social activities that are planned,
DROOLINGS . . .
much good
the less effect it has on creating suliAnd Widow McPheraon is nearby
Orchids to Mrs. Thelma Cook and the girls of
stancial American homes.
too
In spile of all the enfphasis on social
And there's lots of things she'd Shatzel hall. To show their appreciation to
a swell housemother, the girls chipped toactivities, there is still something that
love to do
is lacking. Activities are still dominat- In the Bee (lee Newt of May 7 This shows that the results of Like sturtin' some kind of an up- gether and presented her with several
Mother's day gifts. Which goes to show that
ed by a few, and a large majority are Mr. I IIKII. maintains that "cam- a campus survey are reliable, if lifting club
not reached. The administrations are pus straw polls are usually it li properly conducted and the Though here in Heaven she'd be to be successful, a housemother doesn't have
to be unpopular . . . Kohl Hall (population—
not at fault. In many universities they wrong." Proof to him is the out- returns interpreted with regard classed as a dub.
170) beat I Phi Thi (population—8) in intrahave provided outstanding programs, come of various national and state to their limitations.
Well there's lots more people of mural swimming the other day by only four
but the students just don't seem to re- elections, e.g. President Roosevelt's
Yours truly
points . . . snicker, snickwhom I could tell
H. W. Stark
spond. It is still a problem of how to re-election, which ran contrary to
There's a few that I know that
er .. . Overheard: One
campus surveys.
reach the "little man.'
went
straight
to
hell.
whistle to another, "Let's
It is a problem that must be solved. The primary purpose of a cam- To the Editor of the Bee Gee Lest It might detract from their
go out on a toot tonight"
The solution is one of the most difficult pus poll is to reflect correctly the Newa:
earthly
fame.
of a representative cross. . . The powerhouse
problems deans and social heads face opinion
From all the reports which have Though I might say the banker
section of students on a particuwhistle has stopped
today, if they attempt in any degree lar subject One may assume, al- reached this country's people, the suffered his fate
blowing because there is
to turn social activities into building though a statistician will not ex- army will begin to take the boys And from current reports he's in
no more steam to toot
better citizens.—AF
, pressly state it. that within certain down to the age of 18. Of courxe, a pitiful state
the thing with . . . \\ ■
limits other students share this I stand against this move. I used He couldn't Are furnaces, which
like Prof. Nordmann's
to favor aid to Britain but I do
B ACP opinion.
wasn't rare.
I once And I understand Satan kicked
definition of a "strategic
Before the last campus election not believe in murder.
aid to Britain would keep
retreat" . . .says he, "It
him out from down there.
"For the immediate future and, in this writer conducted a survey to thought
is fact and fiction. The
the chances of the can- us out of the war, but I don't now.
my opinion, for years to come, we must determine
I still hope Britain wins, but I This is some news of folks that we
retreat is a fact, the
all of us, students and professors, rec- 'liuate8 for M»v Queen, Atten- dont
propose that America should
strategic is fiction" ... If military experts
ognize that whatever demands the i dant*;.and ?»i!:y M"- tWith the take action to flout the Sixth know
who came and then had agree that the United States is safe from innecessities of national defense lay upon C^'1*" h ~ V
T^T" ,'*" Commandment. So I stand against Oftopeople
go
vasion, then what in the world are we going
us they are paramount.. We mujt fflyS^X* .T-.^^ the draft, a means to war.
I guess I'll close now cause talkin' to do with the draft army? ... or shouldn't
ther recognize that in view of the pri-!and tha, within nirrow Hmit,
Of course, one reason I am
is hard
Vlleges Which have been given to US we Following are the reaulU of the against the draft is because I With angel wings flappin—(here we ask embarrassing questions? ... If you
start studying now for finals, you won't have
carry a special responsibility for help- poll as compared with those of the don't care to have to learn to kill play this card)
—I am 19. I further believe the Well thats' about all that I have to cram the last week of school.
ing to develop and to carry through election:
draft is a step into war.
plans of national defense as they are de- Winning
DRIPPINGS . ..
to say.
termined by the organs of government! Candidate
But if the draft age is lowered (What's that old Smith girl holIn case you've been wondering, as we have,
to
18,
I
propose
this:
If
we
have
Thu sthe university administration, the
lerin* about now today?)
B
C
who wakes up the bugler in Army camps,
faculty and the student body must not Hemsoth
32.7 — .9 to lay down our lives for our coun—Robert Sealock
let us set your mind at ease . . . it's done
44.5 +7.4 try, we should have a full voice
merly stand ready to co-operate with Dyer
by the corpoi«l in charge of quarters . . .
Esckilsen
36.7
34.3
—2.4
'
.
'
"
electing
those
officials
who
can
Sixty
University
of
Minnesota
government, but as their first duty
52.4 58.6 +6.2, P»t us into war. If the draft age ROTC seniors are expected to be Things we've learned in four years of higher
must hasten the national defense by Patterson
Smith
28.7 26.7
to 18, let the voting age drop called to active duty with the ar- education: All red heads are nice . . . beer
every means in their power. I believe A—Per cent of votes obtained 2.0'aToes
in ""*•
my immediately upon graduation. and pretzels is not a balanced diet ... a stitch
that the movement can be carried Election.
in time saves tailor bills ... He who hesitates
As
for
me,
God
still
comes
bethrough without serious interference B—Per cent of votes obtained in fore country.
Hofstra college's evening ses- usually misses out on a date . . . profs don't
with the intellectual education of our Poll.
sion has added two pre-engineering bite nearly as hard as they bark ... the
Yours
studenta."
C—Error <•;).
best way to sleep in class is to prop your
coursese and one in education.
Bruce Sidebotham

Announcements
Of The Week

At The
Local Cinema

Social Problem...

Six Feet
From Life

violent argument. It seems that we couldn't
agree whether the scene were morbid, grotesque, or merely insipid.
For
iously
period
that I

Quotable Quotes - y

Vi

• • • • •

There's somebody on this campus who
doesn't belong here. That person (or persons)
is the same one who has been borrowing or
stealing magazines from the library shelves.
Get him!

• • • •

•

I want to make a prophecy. Before this
misunderstanding in Europe is cleared up,
the United States and Russia will be fighting
side by side. Got any money you want to lose?

• • • • •

I just went through some of my friend Habenstein's recent columns . . . thought 1 might
make an analysis of him. But I'm sorry. I
can't do it. The guy just doesn't say anything.
Now if he'd be kind enough to interpret himself .. .

• • •

•

Next year there will be three openings on
the Bee Gee News staff for columnists. Although I have no official say in the selection
of these new members, I do feel it worth while
to throw in a few words of comment.
For a student with a sense of initiative and
a little imagination, this job of writing a
column represents an excellent means of selfexpression. It means mental discipline for
only a couple of hours each week and yet will
prove invaluable in practically any field the
student may later choose to enter. I would
recommend this type of extra-curricular activity to anybody who has anything to say
and who will dare to say it. If you feel inclined, drop in and see our Editor.

On The Social Side

By ROBERT HABENSTEIN

r/ft*C QuolfH Difftrtitt Fiyuret
Senator Nye last week wound up and swung
another verbal haymaker. This time it was
the widely spread news about heavy British
shipping losses that he knocked down for the
count. . Nye, if you remember, showed that of
the English shipping losses, only a small fraction of the figure made up those ships carrying American war supplies. From what the
senator says, we may gather that we have
been very much misled on this score.
Convoying Outdated
Item two which has been fairly well kept
out of the papers is the fact that the practice
of convoying supply ships has become out of
date. Convoying has proved to be too slow
and laborious. The fastest ships must keep
pace with the slowest, and the grouping of
supply ships makes easier hunting by the
Nazi.
America Will Convoy
The intelligent step to take regarding convoying is to concentrate on building fast supply ships which will stand a better chance of
running the German blockade. But do you
see that this policy must keep us further
away from involvement in the war? No matter if British supply ships are safely delivering a great percentage of American war materials, no matter if the convoy system has
become passe, we Americans have been propagandized to such a point that we are willing,
nay, eager to send our navy into action that
can lead us nowhere but into war.

The Spigot

Students Object To New Draft Age
And Comments On Campus Surveys

the benefit of those who took me serwhen I proposed a 5-year conscription
for college students, permit me to add
was only fooling.

By
JESSE
MITTLEMAN

head on your arm, look down at your feet,
and act as if you're thinking . . . but we still
haven't learned the best way to keep awake
in class . . . even listening to the lectures
doesn't work ... all blondes are nice ... so
are picnics . . . spring should come more often so we could have more of them (we mean
picnics, not blondes) . . . the best way to ask
for money by mail is to tell the folks you're
starving . . . work is something which you've
heard tell of and which is supposedly important to society, but which should be avoided
at all costs ... all brunettes are nice . . .
girls like guys with radios, especially if the
radio is in a car . . . square dancing is fun,
even after all these years.

THOUGHTS ABOUT FRAGMENTS . . .
Concerning Boucher's column of last week:
Offhand, Al, we think you're all wet You
claim that although a personality may dominate a group, it is not necessarily a dictatorship. Maybe so, but when this personality
is coupled with a domineering position, it may
not be a dictatorship, but it is a mighty strong
persuader . . . for example, if a member of
the administration suggested that the Bee Gee
Ntwt refuse to print a certain article, the
Newt would not print that article, although
there would be no force or pressure put upon
us other than the advice of a domineering
personality. We believe that the Social Committee, Student Council, and WSGA are in
the same position. Theoretically, they can
vote as they please, but in practice, they vote
the way they are advised to vote. And we
wouldn't say that this is the fault of the student governing bodies. After all, it is to their
advantage to play ball with the administration so that the administration will play ball
with them. We wouldn't go so far as to say
that these organizations are rubber stamps
of their superiors, but we cannot deny that
they are controlled by dominating pereonalities.
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— Here It b Again Kiddies, Get In The Swim —
Effective May 14 to close of semester
Key

Hour
9:00 A.M.

(C) Class
(R) Recreation

Monday
Closed

Mixed

Tuesday
Men (C)

Wrdnetday
Closed

(R) Mixed Recreation for
faculty and students
—both sexes.

Thursday
Men (C)

Friday
Closed

Saturday
Closed
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Racquetmen Falcon Nine Will Face Flashes. Brood Meets
Meet Tars Princes. Wittenberg On Road Prince Golf
Tomorrow
Team Today
Falcon Netters Host*
To Veteran DeSales
College Team

SteUermen Have .600 Average, Holding Recent Wins
Over University of Detroit And Heidelberg;

Improved Falcon Linkmen
Seek Revenge For

Wittenberg Continues "Jinx" With Win

Former Loss

Coach Warren E. Steller's baseballers, now supporting
10:00 A.M.

Closed

Men (C)

Varsity

Men (C)

Closed

Boy Scouts

11:00 A.M.1

Closed

Men (C)

Closed

Men (C)

Closed

Girl Scouts

2:00 P.M.

Mixed (R)

Women

(C)

Mixed (R)

Women

(C)

Mixed

(R)

Closed

3:00 P.M.

Mixed <R)

Women

(C)

Mixed (R)
<1t>

Women

(C)

Mixed (R)

Closed

4:00 to
5:30 P.M.

Mixed (R)

Mixed (R)

Closed

7:00 to
9:00 P.M.

Aquatics
322 (C)
Life
Saving
Course
(C)

Women (R)

Mixed

(R)

Faculty

(R)

Swan
Club

Mixed (R)

Mixed

(R)

Closed

Bowling Green's raqueteers,
smarting from their recent
defeat at the hands of a powerful Toledo University tennis squad, will entertain DeSales College' netmen Thursday afternoon on the Falcon courts.
The Sailors carry a full battery
of big guns, namely. Chet Mierzejewski, Jack Blackburn,
Ray
Sullivan, and Dick Freeh, all veterans from last season. This match
will be the first of a home and
home series between the Tars and
the Brood. The other match will
be May 29 at Jerniain Park, the
Sailors' home port.

Swinging
into the
final
half of their 1941
season.
bats and spikes and turn eastward for a trip of road games Coach Fred Marsh's local divot diggers,
will
entertain
following day.
this week, Kent State Friday, and Ashland College on the Heidelberg College here today
at the local country club.
The Falcons already hold an abbreviated 7-3 win over
In their opening match of
• the Student Princes anil were fathe season the Falcons drop■ voriU'S to repent ut Tiffin yester- ped to the Student Princes but
day.
Kent State took the local's much improvement has been shown
measure lust spring and advance in their play against DeSales and
reports indicate that they have a the locals are hoping for their first
formahle nine this year, includ- win in intercollegiate competition.
ing Joe Mack, brother of CleveIn the DeSales contest the Falland's second baseman.
cons held the Sailors to a 6-6 tie
a record of three wins against a pair of losses, pack their

FUTURE

Representing the Orange and
Brown will be Don Mason, Jim
THURSDAY
Closed
Steiims, Bill Weaver, Jim Miller.
Chuck Snyder, and Owen Hughes.
Tennis, DeSales, here afternoon
Jim Miller, promising sophomore,
V.nilv Club banquet, Methodist
showed
surprising
power
in
deM. B. Cox
Church,
Dick Larknis,
O.S.U.,
feating
Toledo's
Musser
6-3,
6-2.
Director
speaker
Mason, Stearns, and Weaver, who
lost their singles mutches in ToFRIDAY
ledo, lire all experienced court men
Baseball, Bowling Green at
who will be back in form for the
Kent, afternoon.
DeSales battle.
AND
Track, Preliminaries of NorthA powerful, well balanced Uni- western Ohio class A and B disversity of Toledo tennis sqund trict meet, 3 p.m. at University
handed
the
University
netmen track.
their second straight setback in an
Tennis, NWO hi|h school disBy PAULINE
abbreviated mutch cut short by trict, here, afternoon.
Over 500 High School Athlete* Expected To Compete
rain
last
Thursday,
the
score
being
As a part of Henry Ford's effort
For Right To Enter State Meets; Class A And
6-2.
SATURDAY
to revive early American customs,
B Track Competition To Be Spirited
Sweeping into an early lend by
Baseball, Bowling Green at Ashhe maintains a school at the Edison
land,
afternoon
virture
of
Knisley's
and
Bishop's
Institute at Dearborn. Michigan.
Racquetoers from 20 Northwes- victories over Mason and Stearns
Bowling Green State University
Golf, Ohio Conference and InMf. Benjamin B. for the third consecutive year is tern Ohio high schools are expect- respectively,
the
Rockets
were tercollegiate Meet at Granville.
f Lovett, head in- completing
plans
to
entertain ed to enter the annual district never hended and victories by Jim
Track, Finals of Northwestern
I (tractor at this athletes, coaches, and spectators tennis tournament which is to be Miller and Chuck Snyder were the
Ohio Class A and B district meet,
[ school, goes to who will attend tahc 16th Annual held here May 16 and 17, accord- only matches of the day to be afternoon, University track.
| high schools and Northwestern Ohio District High ing to Coach Fred E, Marsh, the chalked up in the win column for
Tennis,
NWO
district
high
I universities a I I School Track and Field Meet for tournament manager.
school meet, here, morning and
the Kalcons.
I through
West class A and B high schools. May
afternoon.
Drawing for the first round
The summary was as follows:
I Virignia,
Pcnn- 16-17 on University field.
matches will be held Friday at
Knisley
(T)
defeated Mason
I sylvnnia, Ohio,
TUESDAY
This year the meet has been 12:30 while play is slated to com6-4. 6-4.
Bishop (T)
defeated
and M i c h i gan lengthened to two days at the un- mence at 1 o'clock.
Golf, Findlay, hare afternoon.
Stearns 6-0, 7-5 Swe*t (T) deconducting,
en- animous request of coaches who
Heated competition is expected
feated Weaver 6-2, 0-6, 6-4, Miller
I lively free, clas- felt that the one-day grind was
PAST
for both the singles and doubles
se8 m
PAUL1NE
the square too much for their athletes. The crowns as both the 1940 winners (BG) defeated Musser 6-3, 6-2 and
Snyder (BG) defeated Batman |
Baseball—
AESCHLIMAN dance. Mr. Lov- preliminaries will be held on Fri- are included in the 60 entrants.
Wittenberg 10, Falcons 5
6-4. 1-6, 6-4
ett has a staff of fourteen instruc- day the 16th, beginning at 3:00
In the singles, Clinton StephenIn the doubles Knisley and BishFalcone 11, Detroit S
tors, trained by him, who go to p. m. and the finals will be run
son of Norwalk, the defending op (T) defeated Miller and Weaall the.-e schools and carry on his off starting the following day at
Golf—
champ, will defend his crown, while ver 6-2, 6-1 and Sweet and Muswork. These lessons are built on 1:30 p. m .
DeSales 6, Bowling Green 6
Harley Ash of Bowling Green, the ser (T) defeated Steams and Masocial training through the use of
Last spring saw 43 schools in
runner-up, will be in the meet. son 7-5, 6-1.
Trackthe square dance.
the district represented iby
a
Other strong contenders are Don
Ohio U US, Bowling Green 13
Every sumer the school conducts record breaking entry list of 450
Bailey, Toledo DeVilbiss and RodCounty meet won by Webster
The local theater at Fayctte,
a summer session beginning in track men. Paul E. Landis, manger Howe, Bluffton.
49H, Liberty (2) 41. and
Mo., is offering free tickets to the
July and lasting six weeks, at the ager of the meet, expressed his
Lake (3) 33.
In the doubles event the defend- Central college campus organizaEdison Institute at Dearborn. This opinion that the attendance record
ing team from Sylvania will be tion with the highest grade averTennis—
session is open to anyone.
will be broken this spring.
age.
Toledo U. 5, Bowling Green 2
Bowling Green State university
Competition in the Class
B back.
9:00 to
10:00 P.M.

s

Mixed

HORT

(R)

Faculty

(R)

Mixed (R)

University Host To District
School Boy Track, Net Meets

LACK

has been unusually fortunate in
having had the benefit of this effort of Mr. Ford's.
Mr. Lovett
has come personally to conduct
three of the four lessons we have
had on this campus recently. There
haa been an attendance of about
seventy-five people at the sessions,
made up of both faculty and students.
All W. A. A. members keep the
date of May 25 open for the annual Wakan which is this year
combining the Wakan, farewell to
Seniors, presentation of awards
and final dinner of the year.

Costello Teaching
Life Saving Course
George T. Costello, a field representative of the First Aid, Life
Saving and Accident Prevention
Service of the American Red Cross,
is on the campus conducting the
Senior Life Saving training course.
The course started last Monday
evening and will continue until
the enrollees are ready to take the
tests for certificates.

meet is expected to be much keener, due to the fact that neither
the winner nor the runner up in
that division last year, Oak Harbor and Genoa, will be entlred this
year.
The counties to be represented in the 1941 meet are: Allen, Auglaiie, Defiance,
Fulton,
Hancock, Henry, Lucas, Mercer,
Paulding, Putnam, Van Wert, Williams, and Wood.
The following members of the
University staff are now planning for the event, thus assuring
all coaches and athletes the best
possible meet.
Paul E. Landis
will again be manager and will
handle the entries; Warren E.
Steller, eligibility; Harry Ockerman, field marshal: Fred Marsh,
dressing facilities; Paul M. Muse,
ticket sales; Al Sautter, publicity;
Ivan Lake, programs; M. Budd
Cox, awards; Robert Whittaker,
field equipment; and Joe Glander,
trainer.
The winner and runner-up in
both classes will receive trophies.
In addition, medals will be presented to the flrBt three men placing in each event, while fourth and
fifth place winners will receive
ribbons.
Trophies will also be
awarded to the winning team of
each relay race.

Costello has had varied experience in education and recreation
work for many years in the South.
Chancellor John Gabbert BowPrior to his connection with the
Red Cross he was principal of the man recently completed his twentieth
year aa head of the UniverWinter
Haven,
Florida,
high
sity of Pittsburgh.
school.

Cindermen Swamped 118-13 in
Blitzkrieg Massacre of Athens

In the opening game of the year and in doing so carded much lowBowling Green donated Ashland a er scores than in their opening
11-9 win and will be very anxious contest with Heidelberg.
to avenge that loss.
The Falcon points were evenly
divided among John Schnappe,
Last week the team split
pair of games. Wednesday Bowl-' Chuck Buckenmeyer, Larry Conrad
ing Green won a major victory anil Bob North.
Jack Schnappe, Fulcon ace club
when they pounded out a 11-8 victory of the University of Detroit, swinger, is expected to trek to
but
on
Saturday
Wittenberg's Granville this week-end to take
"jinx" continued and snapped the part in the Ohio Conference and
Falcons' winning streak at three Ohio Intercollegiate meet which
is to be held on the beautiful Denigames. 10-5,
son County Club course.
Marshall Carlson, Toledo UniThe University of New llanip
shire motion picture library in versity number one man and sevOhio col1940 served nearly one-fifth of the eral other prominent
legiate golfers will be on hand.
state's population.

Thirty Yearling Baseballers
Remain After Cox Cuts Squad
Thirty frosh basebullers survived Coach Budd Cox's first cut last
week after he had looked over some sixty prospects. This is Coach
Cox's first year us frosh mentor us he relieves Athletic Director Ockermar of this coaching duty.
Cox has selected George Vucovich, Richard Franks, and Clarence
Espen to do the hurling for the frosh. Vucovich pitched Lima Central
to the state tourney last year only*ken care of by Rolland Barnes,
to lose an extra inning uffair to
Danny Marazon, Doug Myers, and
strong Middletown nine.
The boys to don the shinguards Robert Wisecup.
and mask for the underclassmen
are
Donald
Cooper,
Herbert
Stearns, and Jo© Zurlo. The trio
of first sackers who are still on
the squad are Marvin Gottschalk,
Joe King, and Dave Martin.
George Baldwin, Howard Friesner, and Karl Turner head the list
of second baseman while Donald
Myers,
Knur Thomas and Ty
Smith have been covering the
ground around the shortstop position.
The keystone corner is being ta-

Outfielders remaining on the
squad are Robert
Benson, Bill
Clark, Ted Dimke, Robert Ertley,
Harold Holland, Bill Krouse, John
Metzger, and Chester Sak.
Most of these frosh have had
plenty of experience. Three have
played in semi-pro company while
two have taken part in fast federation leagues.
The freshmen will continue to
play practice games with the varsity and to gain experience for
next year's varsity competition.

KE'S THE THING!
RIGHT, BEN HOGAN!
The smoke of slower-burning Camels gives you

LESS
NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
brands tested—less than any of them—according
to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself

135 POUNDS-but they say the Texas mustang" has the greatest swing in golf. And
to champion Ben Hogan, Camel's extra mildness is mighty important. Important to
any smoker... to you... no matter how much you smoke... because this extra mildness is in the smoke itself. After all, it's the smoke you smoke.
And Camels give you less nicotine in the smoke than any of the other 4 largestselling brands tested... 28% less than the average of the other brands.
Even if you're only an occasional smoker, you'll find Camel's extra mildness—extra
freedom from nicotine in the smoke—can add to your smoking enjoyment. Switch to
Camels note! Smoke out the facts for yourself. The smoke's the thing!

By HUGH NOTT
Bowling Green's anemic, undernourished little Falcon stuck its
scrawny neck out too far last Saturday, and was quite liberally and
messily mangled by Ohio University's powerful Bobcat on the Athens
cinder paths. The Green and White amassed 118 points, while some
few daring Landismen begged, borrowed, or stole 13 counters.
Eddie

Wellner, the

Brood's one

man

gang,

was Just another

sprinter named Joe in Saturday's* Emil inn»t, Jean Bellard, Jay
track meet, although he did scrap Parker, and Jerry Stark were the
his way to a second place in the other men who accounted for the
120 high hurdles. This second, to- Brood's meagre 13 points, by wingether with two thirds in the ja- ning thirds in the shot put, pole
velin and the low hurdles gave vault, mile ran, and discus throw
Wellner 5 points.
respectively.
The Bobcats piled up their
Captain Dwight Toedter ran a
fine 880 although finishing behind amazing total by sweeping first
two Ohio U. men who were clock- and second in all but one event, as
ed in a fast 2:01. Ralph Rotsell well as several thirds. They also
picked up two more thirds in the rounded off an almost perfect af220 and 440, undoubtedly using ternoon by taking the mile relay
in excellent time.
sleight of hand or a blackjack.

'Liking Camels the way I do. It's swell
to get that EXTRA SMOKING
PER PACK. That'* ECONOMY!*;

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than
the average of the 4 other largest-selling
brands tested—slower than any of them
—Camels also give yon a smoking plus
equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!
For even greater economy and
convenience, get Camels by the carton
at attractive carton prices.
a 1. Ionia Teams Oaaasar. Wlaetsa- Sslaa, H. C

"THAT CAMEL FLAVOR is something very
special," says Ben Hogan (above). Yes, too-fast burning in a cigarette just naturally creates excess heat in
the smoke...dulls flavor and fragrance. The costlier
tobaccos in Camels burn slower, give you a cooler,
more flavorful smoke... and less nicotine (see above).

Camel
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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Scouting The
Shops
with Marge
Hi, you eds and coeds! No,
J>ours truly didn't hibernate durKng the paat few weeks.
Just
■blame it on the Spring—or—Have
Ijrou noticed the neat window disIplays in our B. G. stores? Spring
Its definitely on the way out, and
|"sumrner ia a-comin' in."
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Clovia All-Campus SPENDS FOUR YEARS AT HARVARD - SOCIAL EVENTS FOR WEEK INCLUDE
Play Night Will
NOW SLAMS DOORS FOR A LIVING
PICNICS, BANQUETS, AND FORMALS Be
Held Friday
open the Arch Oboler series, as
By MARTHA WALRATH

Events en the campus are numerous this week, including:
picnics, banquets and formal dances. The Three-Kay sorority will hold its annual spring formal Saturday evening in
the Rec Hall and on the same evening girls staying at the
Sutter home will entertain guests at a formal dance. Banquets of the week include the Pi Kappa Delta and Kindergarten Primary Club this cvening,*-

A Japanese garden will be the
thc Intermeidatc Club tomorrow
and the William Hall formal din- theme used in the decorations for
ner for graduates next Tuesday. the annual spring formal of the
The Chemical Journal Club will Three Kay sorority. Music will
hold a picnic on Saturday. Beta be by the Debutantes, an all-girl
Gamma Upsilon will hold open orchestra from Toledo. Commithouse from 3 to 6 Sunday after- tees for the dance are; decoration,
noon at the fraternity residence Rosemary Patterson, chairman;
Lcnore Bowdle, Helen Behrcns,
on Court Street.
All-campus event will be the Bobby Hanline, June Wasserman,
game night to be sponsored Friday and Eloise Barrick; refreshment,
night by Clovia Sorority. This Ruth Vcrmilya as chairman; Anis something entirely new on the ne Gainer, Katherine ' Kniscly,
• •••••
Martha Farwig, and l.ucile Jump;
Do you love color, convience, campus, so we suggest you give it
and program, Helen Easley as
land masculinity? If you do, you'll a try.
chairman; Virginia Cline, Anna
■ think twice before you hesitate
A formal dance with a Hawai- Rose Lewis, and Caroline Pertncr.
I tn buy one of those snappy little ian theme will be given this SatPledges of the sorority held a
I leather billfolds, or keycases that urday evening at the Sutter home weiner roast for the sorority mem[the BON TON HAT SHOP is by the girls living with Miss Al- bent last Tuesday evening.
At
[allowing.
Match your wardrobe ma Leedom. The atfair, which is the same meeting plans were made
| or form a striking contrast. P. S. the group's second annual spring for the annual picnic to be held
[They're conveniently priced, too. formal, will be for the girls, their
at Sidecut Park on May 8.2
• •••••
guests and former students stayAre your sadles or heels begin- ing with Miss Leedom. Dancing
QUILL TYPE is planning a picning to look a little chewed around will be from 9 to 12.
nic on May 21 at Sidecut Park for
the edges? Well, why not try
The girls and their guests will all members and their guests. The
| UHLMAN'S SHOE STORE for be clad in traditional Hawaiian
I in all-white loafers and spectators style for the evening, the atmos- committees were as follows: locain brown and white and blue and phere being created with gay tion, Bob Alexander; stake, Ethel
white. For you who dread clean- colored lei, native thatched huts, Brauneck; transportation, James
Baldwin, Glen Van Warmer. Wiling white shoes, and whose pledges and pulm trees.
liam Weeston; program, Stanley
•re no longer willing to do the
Lulu Hoops is general chairman Zelaski, Dorothy Wright, Virginia
dirty work—get yourself a pair for the dance. Other committee
of these practical playshoes, Ked- chairmen are: Irma Wirick, invi- Forney.
ettes—they're washable, and well tations and programs; Martha
The annual DELHI ■tag parly
within your purse-strings.
Farwig, decorations; Jean Pfau, was held at the Shelton farm last
refreshments; Doris Bresler, mu- Wednesday night.
Nearly 40
The next time you're down sic. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Sutter brothers and guests were present.
town, lassies, pitch a squint at the and Miss Alma Leedom will bo R(,fl.eshmonlll W(.re .erv(.d, f„now_
new windows displays.
They're the chaperones for the evening. |ed |atpr ,n th(, evening with a gc8.
really tops. Sec you next week.
sion of song-singing. Credit goes
—'bye now.
hive new pledge,
pledget including ca-i
Five
E..
chairman Floyd Shelton and
„„„.„„, w
./ ,.„„„,„
the,r Bard. Neva Bcrlekarnp. June, to Brothers
Waldo
Shawaker „„,,
and
Dick,
Dorothy
Fisher
and
Mary
The FIVE SISTERS are making
Melville Nielaon.
plans for their Mother's Day Tea, Ann Symonds have signed PhraIt has been decided that the DelSunday and for their annual pic- tra sorority bids.
hi spring formal will be held at
Phratra sorority day has been the Secor Hotel in Toledo. The
nic. Election of officers was held
scheduled for Saturday, May 24.
last night.
date is set for Saturday, May 31st.
Pledgemaster Charles Johnson
Twenty-two FIVE BROTHER
pledges recently passed their sec- has been having his charges help
ond degree initiation ceremonies. with the spring house cleaning
Approximately sixty brothers during the last week. Plans are to
and plcdgeB enjoyed the fraternity hold third degree for the pledges
stag held last Wednesday at fhe after the housecleaning is comAfter losing their first
Eckert farm east of Portage. The pleted.
• WED.-THUR.-FRI. •
fraternity picnic, which is sched- gamo earlier in the week, the Delhi
Softball
team defeated the Five
GARY COOPER
uled for May 29, will be held at
Brother's team Wednesday night.
BARBARA STANWYCK in
Meadowhrook.
Dale
Good,
Paul,,,
a
Becker. Don Patterson, and BwJ*«W *ta fa^ MM
Bishop are in charge of the ar- athletic Director, has charge of
• SATURDAY ONLY •
rangements. Qucntin Bowers, cor- the team.
responding secretary, has sent
BOB CROSBY in
Fifteen pledge, of the SEVEN
letters to over 300 alumni broth"Rookie. On Parade" ers
inviting them to the spring SISTER sorority received their
Plus
formal iniation Tuesday evening.
'RIDE ON VAQUERO' picnic.
Rob Wayland is managiiu; the The sorority held their nnnuul
fraternity
Softball team which is spring picnic at Sidecut Park Fri• SUNDAY-MONDAY •
playing In the intramural twi- day evening.
LULUBELLE a SCOTTY in
light league. Crossbones George
Massachusetts State college is
Dunn is acting as Ye Olde Skull
"COUNTRY FAIR"
during the last part of the year seekin gto chungc its name to UniPlua
the absence of Skull Jim Hol- versity of Massachusetts.
"Affectionately Your»'^ in
linger who has already accepteil
a sales job in Sarinia, Ontario.
• TUESDAY ONLY •
For example, the GENEVIEVE
■SHOP Is displaying the new 1941
|"Paddle and Saddle" sportswear.
iThis novel line includes the latest
■thing in snazzy slacks and playIsuiis. and was recently featured
En Mademoitelte. Girls, come in
land feast your eyes upon the dcllceuble pastels and prints in both
■tailored and feminine styles, and
|most moderately priced.

Something new on the campus
in the way of entertainment will
be an all-campus play party to be
given this Friday evening in the
Women's Gym from 8:30 to 11:30
by the recently organized CLOVIA
sorority.
Mr. Warren Schmidt,
rural socioligist from the state
III Club office at Ohio State University, will conduct Uie recreation.
From 8 to 8:30 Mr. Schmidt
will discuss a possible program for
the development of "collegiate
country life." All students interested are invited to attend.
There will be refreshment service during the evening. Admission will be free and the sorority
urges all attending to wear sport
clothes.
Evelyn Lust is general chairman
of the affair, assisted by Phyllis
Kline, Rowena Joiee, Barbara Zahrend, Ruth Ketzenbarger. Muriel
Miller, Margaret Miller and Virginia Zimmer.
Fourteen COMMONER pl.d...
were administered the third degree and were formally inducted
into the fraternity at a banquet
at the United Brethern Church
last night at 6:30.
The following men are the new
Commoners: Andrew Batza, Robert Berardi, William Clark, Wayne
Collier, William Davis, Max Ihrig,
Max Hanke, Charles
Hemsoth,
Norman Huffman, Keith Jimison,
Dave Kroft, Earl I^atherman, Roy
Max and Jack Wilhelm.
Degree officers in charge of the
ceremonies were Rex Moorhrad,
Robert Martin, Charles Ritz, Owen
Hughes, William Kerrush.

HOLLYWOOD - (ACP) - Every
time the script calls for a door
slam on the Burns and Allen airshow, a disgruntled voice is heard
to remark, bitterly:
"Four years at Harvard and
THIS (door $lam) it what I do for
a living!™
Incidentally, it's nice living. Elliot Lewis' portrayal of a frustrated college graduate pays off substantially, as do Elliot's other radio performance. He is the busiest
airwave actor in Hollywood.
He often gags his own gag-line
by saying: 'Two year* at Lot
Angelet City College and THIS
(meaning kit radio emoting) it
what I do for a living!"
Elliot wasn't kicked out of college, nor did he flunk. He had intended to finish in law and hang
out his shingle. But four years
ago, in his junior year, there came
a financial lull. After anxious
weeks a long forgotten radio audition resulted in a call. His first
role is described as "Voice in a
Crowd During an Eartntprake."
Not much chance for recognition,
but strangely enough it waa the
beginning of a profitable career.
KOioft radio rolet grew more
important—lentil he wat politely
informed by the dean of Lot Angelet City college that hit radio
career was interfering with hit
ttudiet. Elliot made a choice*—in
favor of radio.
Now, in addition to his grumbling for Burns and Aden, you can
hear him on many important dramatic shows. He was chosen to
All old and new rider, mn-i a-nyone else interested are invited to
attend an open meeting of the
Boot and Saddle Club tonight in
the Recreation Hall. There will
be a program and refreshments.

Tschaikowsky, opposite Nazimova.
Of late he has been frying to Chicago for guest appearances on
Knickerbocker Playhouse. And on
the Silver Theater he makes love
to surfr lovelies as Myrna Loy,
Joan Bennett and Loretta Young.
Yes, indeed, it's a nice living!

Swan Club Party
On Saturday Is
Open To Campus
The SWAN CLUB will hold an
all-campus splash party Saturday
evening. Swimming wilt be from
7:30 to 9 in the natatorium, followed by dancing in the Women's
Gym until 11:30. An orchestra
will play for the dancing and there
will be refreshments. Peggy Curtiss is general chairman in charge
of the arrangements. Guests at
the party will include r Dr. and
Mrs. Frank J. Prout, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Hendrickson, Miss A.
Wrey Warner, Mr. and Mrs. M.
B. Cox, Mr, and Mrs. Robert Whittaker, Mr. and Mrs. Hebert Zuhr,
Mr. James C. Reid and Miss Francis Gaines.
The Swan Club picnic for members and their guests will be held
Friday evening at the City Park,
beginning at 6. Guests at the picaie will be Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Hendrickson, Dr. J. E. Weber,
Miss Nellie Ogle and Mr. Kenneth
Cameron.

Suit*

Coats

KESSELS
Dresses

Sweaters

QUALITY DAIRY
PRODUCTS

MODEL
DAIRY
Bowling Green, Ohio

NEWMAN CLUB member, and
their guests will meet at f> p. m.
tomorrow at the Administration
building and from there will go
in a body to the city park for the
picnic.
Formal initiation was held la.t
week for It Skol pledges in the
chapter room of the sorority
house. The president, Marguerite
Barker, installed the following
pledges as members: Marian Andrews. Connie Smith, Gene Mackey,
Mabel Clapper, Nancy Hemsoth,
Mildred Jean Ogen, Hope McAdams, Betty Humbler, Mary Keller, Ruth Wasburn, Eva Gene
White, Beth Recdcr, Mary Juswick and lone Gcisel.
Sorority sponsors, Dr. Florence
Williamson and Miss Knna Pigg.
attended the meeting.

Either this spring weather is
beneficial or Doc Brown is getting
less popular, because only 1TB students visited the Health Office last
week. This is an average of only
35 a day, a considerable decrease
over preceding weeks.
As usual, colds were the predominating ailment, but they, too,
seem to be on the wane.
This adv. and 30c will clean
and pre., a pair of trousers,
at .wester or a skirt. Coupon
must be presented when order
i. taken.

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaner*
CREPE RUBBER SOLES
REPLACED

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP
14B W. Wooster

Member Federal Ra
System

Bank Of
Wood County
Member

Federal

Deposit

lrrai.ean.ae Corp.

STUDENTS-EXTRA—EXTRA
If you think you .how any resemblance to Gary Cooper
or Barbara Stanwyck or measure .p even eleostfy Sa> thsrur
physical features, geed fartunes await you.
Mail your
measurement, to the Cl«-Zel Theatre and that «M*M whoa*
measurements compare with the nveasnremsnts listed balow
will be GUESTS of Ike Thesis*.
JOHN DOE
Hair
Size Hat
Neck size
Waist
Shoes
Height
Weight

Brown
7
15
.'! 1
10 **
B3"
19-* lbs.

Corsages And Flowers For Every Occassion.

AT GRADUATION TIME ...
An exchange of photographs
with classmates creates
bonds of friendship you will
treasure through the years.

MEET JOHN DOE"

Honor Guest Nite
"THEY MET IN
ARGENTINE"

Gilds Are Chief Ailment
Of Health Office Callers

Cla-Zel

JANE DOE
Head
32
Neck sixe
12
Waist
26"
Shoes
6
Height
5'8"
Weight
110 II.:..

WED.THU.FRI.
Meet John Doe
Who knows, you may be the John and Jane Doe
of Bowling Green.

out-of-ttoors grr*

Make an appointment today.
Special prices a* low as 6 for $1.50

ARIEL WALKER STUDIO

106 N. Main

Phone 9041

Chesterfield

Smokers everywhere like their
COOLER, MILDER, BETTER TASTE
. With outdoor lovers the
country over, there's nothing like
Chesterfield for a completely satisfying cigarette . . . they're always
Cooler-Smoking, Definitely Milder
and far Better-Tasting.

Climaxing hell week for BETA
GAMMA
I'PSII.ON
fraternity
pledges, the organization will hold
open house next Sunday from 3
to 5 at the fraternity residence on
Court street. Initiation will be
held for the pledges at a sunrise
service on Sunday and later the
group will attend church.
AM students and faculty members arc welcome at the open house.
Guests will be shown through the
B. G. U. house and refreshments
will be served.

\jhesterfield's right combina-^
\ tion of the world's best cigarette
tobaccos is the big reason for their
ever-growing popularity.

For a snack after the
■how, try the

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop
• Delicious Refreshment.
• Tempting Hamburger.
• Try One Today

EAT—

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chip*
On All Occasions
Osmstt IMI. Lssssrr * MlSSS Tl

